Doctors Without Borders, Spain
Communicating on missions around the world
With an international team of 7000+, Doctors Without Borders
needed a flexible, effective, and accessible language-learning solution.

Top 3 Reasons To Use
Babbel

87%
of learners found the app
fun to use

85%
of learners would recommend
Babbel to a colleague

The Challenge
Doctors Without Borders is a non-profit organization that brings medical humanitarian
assistance to victims of conflict, natural disasters,
epidemics, or healthcare exclusion.
Médicos Sin Fronteras (MSF) is the Spanish leg of
the operation and sends close to 200 volunteers
to various places around the world every year,
meaning that speaking different languages is
essential to efficiently help people on their
missions.
Why Babbel?
Médicos Sin Fronteras needed a language-learning solution that catered to the full spectrum of
volunteers and was location-independent.

Accessible to all
volunteers, regardless
of location
Flexible to different work
circumstances
Enables learners to reach
a solid foundation and
advance in a new language

back in at any time.” Besides that, volunteers can
also use Babbel offline, which is handy in WiFifree zones.

“The team is pleased with the diversity
of situations and interactions, and finds
Babbel easy to use and fun.”
Prior adds that the team finds Babbel relevant
to real-life situations and appreciates the bitesized lessons and flexible alternative to classroom-based learning. He is delighted with the
development his team has made in their second
language and their new-found enthusiasm for
self-learning.

“The only way we can offer language
courses to all volunteers working
abroad is with Babbel.”
Josep Prior,
Head of Learning at
Médicos Sin Fronteras

Prior says that Babbel fits well with the volunteers’ pace of work. “The doctors’ schedules are
always changing. So the flexibility of Babbel allows them to learn in between projects and jump

Summary
Babbel offers a solution for MSF to provide
language learning to volunteers on a global scale,
resulting in improved collaboration and communication on their missions.

www.babbelforbusiness.com

